PUB & GRILL RILLINGTON

WINE LIST

CHAMPAGNE AND SPARKLING

PUDDING AND PORT
		125ML

BOTTLE

		125ML

BOTTLE

26

22.00

1

69.00

PACHERENC DE VIC BILH COLLECTION, PLAIMONT		 10.80
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE (50CL)
The golden colour and sparkling tints of this wine give
us a clue as to its rich, complex nose of preserved fruit
(lemon peel), peach jam and white pepper. A rich yet
suave palate develops around an acidic framework – the
telltale sign of the best Pacherencs.

2

		 50ML

BOTTLE

27

25.00

POÇAS WHITE		

6.10

PORTUGAL
Straw yellow. Very refreshing, citrus and tropical flavours
of pineapple and banana. Well-balanced and refined,
smooth with a long lasting finish.

28

POÇAS RUBY		

POÇAS 10 YEAR OLD TAWNY PORT		
PORTUGAL
Tawny and woody bouquet of dried fruits and raisins.
Full-bodied, irresistible and complex, with a long lasting
finish of dried plums.

BOLNEY BUBBLY		 10.00

49.00

WEST SUSSEX - ENGLAND
Delightful floral and brioche notes combine with zesty citrus
fruit, honeysuckle and elderflower. It is delicate and well
balanced, finishing with a soft fresh hint of sweetness.

3

BOLNEY ROSÉ			

59.00

WEST SUSSEX, ENGLAND
Traditional method quality sparkling wine with a fine
mousse, tightly beaded. On the nose a touch of yeast with
notes of raspberry and wild strawberry.

6.10

25.00

PORTUGAL
Red. Very rich aromas of ripe young fruits. Strong and
full-bodied, long and persistent finish.

29

POL ROGER BRUT RESERVE		 12.50
EPERNAY
Rich nose, deep and opulent - there is cream, tropical fruit,
brioche and toasty vanilla notes - great elegance and a fine
finish.

4

PROSECCO D.O.C., PURE		

7.50

24.50

PROSECCO ROSE, D.O.C., PURE			

24.50

VENETO, ITALY
The nose gives aromas of pear, white flowers and lemon
zest. The palate is clean and crisp with apple notes, leading
to a light and refreshing finish.

3.50

39.00
5

VENETO, ITALY
Delicate and complex bouquet with fruity notes that remind
of peach, green apple and lemon. Floral notes of acacia and
rose. Fresh and light on the palate, with balanced acidity
and body; Round and full bodied structure.

PREFER PINK
6

GRENACHE ROSE, GRANBEAU

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

6.10

8.50

25.00

5.40

7.50

22.00

LANGUEDOC-ROUSILLON, FRANCE
Bright salmon pink in colour with lovely aromas of small
red berries on the nose. On the palate, lively, wellbalanced and fruity flavours.

7
SUPPLIED BY

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ, PURE
VENEZIE, ITALY
A very delicate pale pink colour, on the nose there are
notes of redcurrant and other summer fruits along with
a citrus edge. The palate is crisp, delicate and refreshing
with a subtle strawberry note coming through on
the finish.

WHITE WINES

RED WINES

REFRESHINGLY LIGHT WHITES

EASY GOING REDS

				
175ML
250ML
BOTTLE

8

VERMENTINO, COQUILLE DE MER

5.60

7.80

26.00

16

17
PECORINO NOI CENTO, ROXAN

7.00

9.80

10

PINOT GRIGIO, PURE

18

5.40

7.50

SAUVIGNON BLANC ‘LE CHARME’, CHRISTINE CABRI

19
5.40

7.50

22.00

20
SAUVIGNON BLANC, KUKI

7.00

9.80

29.00

21

6.10

8.50

25.00

TORLEY, HUNGARY
Dry in style, this Grüner Veltliner has bright aromas of
citrus fruit and green herbs balanced with white pepper
and warm spice.

22
10.50

14.80

44.00

BURGUNDY, FRANCE
This is a very serious 1er Cru– steely, full of minerality
and boasting an impressive complexity. The palate is
enhanced by herb characters and lime acidity. A great
example of its cru.

MÂCON CHARDONNAY
DOMAINE MALLORY & BENJAMIN TALMARD
BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Rich, citrussy fruit, apple and pear with a creamy texture
and a delightfully subtle minerality. The extra lees
contact seem to add a delicious creaminess.

5.10

7.10

21.00

MALBEC, GOUGUENHEIM

6.10

8.50

25.00

SHIRAZ ‘MONASTIER’, ALAIN GRIGNON

5.60

7.80

23.00

SYRAH, DE VISU 229, XAVIER ROGER

6.50

9.10

27.00

CHIANTI, DUCA DI SARAGNANO

6.50

9.10

27.00

7.50

10.50

RIOJA CRIANZA, VEGA

6.80

9.50

28.00

10.00

14.10

42.00

11.70

16.50

49.00

RIOJA, SPAIN
A bright, fruit driven Rioja with notes of cherry and cassis
and a soft vanilla edge from the oak. Smooth, soft and
fruit driven.

31.00

24

RIOJA RESERVA, VEGA
RIOJA, SPAIN
This is where we begin to see more complexity of flavour.
The nose has aromas of freshly picked berry fruits with a
lovely hint of sweet vanilla. The palate is more intense in
flavour with plum, blackcurrant leaf and tobacco aromas.

25

A 125ml glass is available upon request

PINOT NOIR LAUTARUL,

FOCAS ON RIOJA
23

15

27.00

TUSCANY, ITALY
Medium bodied with soft red fruits with hints of spice
and tobacco on the finish complimented by a
smoky note.

			

CHABLIS 1ER CRU MONTMAINS, DOMAINE DES MARRONNIERS

9.10

CLASSIC REDS WITH DISTINCTION

CLASSIC WHITES
14

6.50

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
A great wine, brimming with black fruit aromas, this is
bold and full-bodied with a dense, ripe palate, hints of
blueberry and an underlay of black olive. The finish is
unctuous, juicy and lingers and the tannins are
silky soft.

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
GRUNER VELTLINER TALISMAN

GRENACHE, DE VISU 223, XAVIER ROGER

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Bright cherry red colour with aromas of cassis and
blackberry, hints of violet and liquorice and subtle
integrated oak. It has a dense and fruity palate with silky
tannins at the finish.

MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
Fresh herbaceous notes, tomato leaf, limes and
appealing pungency.

13

23.00

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
Rich and strong aromas, including scents of ripe fruits,
plums, black cherry, blackcurrant, chocolates and violets.
Well balanced acidity and a long finish. Good structure
with soft tannins.

IGP PAYS DU GERS, FRANCE
Flavours of fresh citrus fruit combined with blackcurrant
leaf aromas.

12

7.80

MIGHTY, RIPE AND BOLD REDS

A WORLD OF SAUVIGNON BLANC
11

5.60

CRAMELE RECAS, BANAT, ROMANIA
Dark in colour, fruit cake and spicy aromatics. Beautiful
flavours, almost syrupy in its concentration. Layers of
complex black cherry, raspberry and cinnamon, with a
long and lingering finish.

22.00

VENEZIE, ITALY
Hints of lemon balm, green apple and pear and the
palate is dry and zesty with vibrant floral notes.

BOTTLE

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Overt and spicy aromas with a hint of white pepper, the
palate is concentrated with ripe black cherry fruits and
liquorice intensity.

29.00

ABRUZZO, ITALY
Full, crisp and dry with a bouquet of flowers and
pleasing aftertaste of ripe citrus fruit and a good layer of
minerality and freshness.

250ML

CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE
This rich Merlot displays smooth plum and black cherry
fruit flavours.

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Notes of citrus, apricot and gentle floral aromas. Ripe
peach, and tropical.

9

MERLOT, EL PICADOR

175ML

RIOJA VEGA GRAN RESERVA
RIOJA, SPAIN
Ruby red colour of medium intensity, clean and bright.
Delicate and elegant balsamic aromas with wellintegrated toasted hints. Soft and fine on the palate, with
well balanced structure and a velvety texture.

